Help Find Jerry:
Edison's Pet Pelican

Did you know the Edisons had many pets here in Southwest Florida? They kept alligators, monkeys, peacocks, and even had a pet pelican named Jerry! He was a tricky bird who liked to play hide and seek. He still likes to hide to this very day!

Head over to Thomas Edison's Laboratory to begin. Once inside, find your first Jerry the Pelican to start the scavenger hunt.

1. Laboratory

Enter the Laboratory through the door facing the museum. Walk forward until you reach the panel titled Chemical Processing Area. Look for the display of laboratory glassware along the windows facing the parking lot and you'll see Jerry the Pelican.

2. Edison's Study

Find Edison's Study and walk around the building to the Moonlight Garden. Find the chimney. If you look up, you'll see Jerry the Pelican.

3. Edison's Main House

Walk onto the porch of Edison's Main House. Find the library window and look for Edison's desk. Behind the desk is a bookcase. Look inside, you'll see Jerry the Pelican.

4. Thomas & Mina's Bedroom

Now walk over to the attached wing of the building where you will find Thomas and Mina's bedroom. Find the walk-in closet and look to the far end of the room. Look into the mirror and you'll see Jerry the Pelican.
5. Edison’s Guest House

Walk up the stairs of Edison’s Guest House and make your way to the streetside of the porch. Go to the sitting room and look inside. Look for Mina Edison’s piano and you’ll see Jerry the Pelican to the left.

6. Ford Car Exhibit

Enter the Ford property and look for the car exhibit in the garage. Once you enter look for the 1921 Model T pick-up. Look inside the truck’s cab and you’ll see Jerry the Pelican ready to take a ride.

7. Ford House Secretary’s Bedroom

Walk up the far-left stairway of the Ford house on the riverside to view the staffs’ quarters. Walk up to the door to the Secretary’s Bedroom and look inside. Find the dresser along the back wall and you’ll see Jerry the Pelican.

8. Ford House Dining Room

Walk around the Ford house to the porch that faces McGregor Boulevard. Find the Dining Room and look to your right at the large bay window and you’ll see Jerry the Pelican.

You did it!
You found all the hidden jerrys!

Post your success on our socials with the hashtag #IFoundJerryAtEdisonFord